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If your newsletter is displaying incorrectly, please click this link to open it in a new browser.

There is so much information jam-packed into this month's newsletter, we're
keeping the intro short and sweet so you can dive right in. And speaking of
brevity, we want to extend our tremendous thanks to everyone who participated in
the Book In A Nutshell Contest. You all came out in force, and we had a very
difficult time whittling the list down from more than 1200 writers. Below we are
sharing the winners' information for the first time.

Besides joyfully wading through the nutshell madness, we've also been preparing
for the first ever TKA Book Signing Tour to take place in the Atlanta area June 5 -
7. Deidre Knight, agency president and paranormal romance

author, will be hitting the road to celebrate the release of her upcoming book, RED KISS, along with authors Jennifer St.
Giles, Debby Giusti, Shannon K. Butcher and Maria Geraci. Be assured, these ladies are ROCK STARS and this "tour" has
quite a unique twist. Find out more info in the agency news section.

 

 

Crack. Crunch. "Ouch!" Those are the sounds heard in our office after our agents finished “opening” all of the Book In A
Nutshell entries. Pun intended. For those who aren't aware of the contest, a quick history lesson: we challenged aspiring
authors to write a 3-sentance, 150 word pitch encapsulating their manuscript. Our agents would then request more
information from twenty lucky competitors, which could lead to possible representation.

It was no small task reading through more than 1200 emails that poured in after a few tweets quickly multiplied on
Twitter.com, but we were definitely up the challenge. It was very exciting for our team to see so much fresh, new talent.
Some of our winners were kind enough to share what they gained from competing, and just how hard it was to get to their
words down to that magic number.

PATTY HARDIN, Long Beach, Wa. -- Mystery: The contest made me realize the importance of being able to describe my
manuscript, briefly, in such a way that it will catch the attention of an agent. It also made me more determined to persevere
in my writing efforts.

STEPHANY HANSON, Brainerd, Minn. -- Contemporary Romance:  Getting my manuscript down to three sentences was
a fun challenge because it made me eliminate any fluff. I’d heard of the “elevator pitch” before the contest and had mentally
prepared mine. The Book In A Nutshell Contest helped me narrow that down even further.

JANET SHAW, Perth, Western Australia, Australia -- Young Adult Mystery: This contest has taught me that it is
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possible to pitch your manuscript using only a few sentences. Whereas in the past I shied away from querying agents or
editors, I now have the confidence to do this. I also think my writing has stepped up to another level.

SANDI JONES, Augusta, Ark. -- Young Adult: I’m comfortable writing queries, but it takes a completely different mindset
to tighten a 60k novel into less than 150 words. The challenge was being able to articulately introduce the story’s main
character and highlight the conflict she faces in three sentences. Given an average of 50 words per sentence, one could
easily fall into the trap of offering too much information and too many modifiers, resulting in mind-boggling run-ons. To
prepare my entry for the contest, I pared off extra info until  I got to the very heart of the story.

JOANNA CHAMBERS, Scotland, United Kingdom -- Regency Historical Romance: It was really quite difficult to distill
the book down to 3 sentences but an incredibly useful exercise. Whatever comes of this, I will probably use this exercise for
any queries I do in future.

NADINE SIMON, Miami -- Contemporary Women's Fiction; multicultural: Winning the contest gave me confidence that I
was on the right track! I had a winning premise for a book. That is half the battle.

A few winners were able to send in their photos. Left to Right: Greg Wilkey, Kiersten Stevenson, C.C. Chara, April  Morelock, Sue Thurman, H.L.
Dyer, Ashley Barnard, Ann Hyman

DAVID BRIDGER, Plymouth, Devon, United Kingdom -- Women's Fiction: It was a challenge, but an enjoyable one. I'd
already polished up a back-cover style blurb for this novel, so I took that and reduced it to its essence. The process was
similar to reducing a 400-page novel to a single page synopsis, only even more extreme. 

SUSY ROGERS, Perth, Western Australia, Australia -- Women's Fiction: Writing the whole book is far easier than trying
to sell it in three sentences, no doubt about it. It’s hard enough to capture heart of the characters and crux of the story, but
you also have to do it with a feel and voice that does it justice.

APRIL MORELOCK, Sheridan, Ind. -- Contemporary Romance: I found that while I already had a tight blurb for queries
that if I could only use three lines, that it condensed my plot. In fact, I determined I was missing a critical element from my
story to make it 1000 times better while writing that blurb.

C.J. ELLIOTT, Washington, D.C. -- Mystery/Suspense: TKA's contest definitely helped me understand the kind of "razzle
dazzle" I could pack into a few sentences. I've started using the exercise when drafting queries or even blurbs. I shape three
or four sentences designed to hook the reader and give them the plot in a nutshell, then I can elaborate from there. In my
opinion, it's made my pitches much stronger.

GREG WILKEY, Chattanooga, Tenn. - Young Adult Horror/Action/Paranormal: It was very difficult to condense my
entire story into just three sentences. I spent close to two weeks writing and rewriting different versions before I finally
decided on the one I submitted. The hard part for me was trying to convey the story's overall meaning without giving away
too much information while at the same time trying to capture the reader's attention. This was a lot of fun but very difficult.

H.L. DYER, Chicagoland, Ill. -- Women's Fiction: Certainly distilling my own Pitch Blurb Concentrate made me pay
attention to every word I used and forced me to make each one count. Practicing pitchcraft also helps me focus on what's
really important and unique about a project. I actually enjoy composing pitches. It gives me a lot of insight into the
manuscript as a whole.

SUE THURMAN , Scottsdale, Ariz. -- Young Adult Paranormal: Pitching my manuscript in three sentences was
challenging. I read successful queries online, then based mine on a best selling author's query that was short, concise, and
had a great hook. Last week, an author used my winning query to write his own and an agent immediately requested his full
manuscript. This is a magic formula.

C.C. CHARA, Los Angeles -- Light Romantic Suspense w/gothic elements: When querying, 'less is more' ie: the story
blurb. After years of writing, the contest validated my efforts to continue...and never give up! A glimmer in the distance of
unlimited possibilities!

ANN HYMAN , San Diego, Calif. -- Fictionalized Narrative Non-Fiction: Deciding what to put in my three sentences was
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more difficult than condensing the information. I felt it was important to show that I had done significant research on my
target market, while at least hinting that as a sales/marketing person I knew how to reach my demographic. Squeezing my
normal "pitch" into two sentences to allow room for that information was the challenge.

ASHLEY BARNARD , Phoenix, Ariz. -- Literary Fiction: It made me realize that a shorter description has a more powerful
impact than a longer one with superfluous adjectives or adverbs, and I employed a more dynamic vocabulary than usual.
This philosophy can then carry over into my writing -- it's the "less is more" mantra that writers hear in classes and
workshops that I often forget to follow when I'm caught up in my writing.

AMANDA GRIFFITH, McKinney, Texas -- Young Adult: Paring my pitch to three sentences was compelling challenge.
One hour with three revisions did the trick, focusing on active, unusual verbs and intriguing adjectives. I wrote until  my own
words flushed and thrilled me. Well worth an hour's hard work!

KIERSTEN STEVENSON, Boulder, Col. -- Contemporary Young Adult: My initial attempts to boil the manuscript down
into three tight sentences turned out one hot mess; but after toiling away at it, I emerged a true fan of the concise. The
contest actually did affect the way I will look at both querying and writing, helping me to economize the language so I
achieve the greatest affect with the fewest possible words. “Choose carefully” is my new mantra.

MICHELLE ROONEY -- Regency Historical Romance

GINA ARDITO -- Romantic Comedy w/ Paranormal Elements

Crowned the "Queen of Romance" by the publishing industry, Sue Grimshaw has been the
romance book buyer for Borders and Waldenbooks stores for eight years. Sue recently
began a new venture as host of "Borders True Romance," a feature online video program
where she discusses hot new releases and shares some of her personal faves with
viewers. So far, Sue has interviewed romance phenoms Lisa Kleypas, Debbie Macomber
and Lisa Jackson. Sue was kind enough to participate in a Q&A with TKA, first published
on our company blog. It was so good, we couldn't help but share some of it with our
newsletter audience too! We've excerpted a few highlights below. Click here to view the full
interview.

TKA: What part of your job do you love the most?

GRIMSHAW: Being a Romance buyer for Borders is my dream job; I love everything about it. What I enjoy most about
being a buyer for the genre is analyzing the business and seeing the sales trends. I particularly enjoy when a book I enjoyed
also sells well at Borders. It’s personally very thrilling to see this and it really provides confirmation that I do know my
customer.

TKA: What romance sub-genres do you see shifting to the forefront this year?

GRIMSHAW: Soft Romance is very popular. Linda Lael Miller, Robyn Carr and Susan Wiggs are here to stay. Readers are
looking for comfort in their books and these ladies deliver!

TKA: Do you think any previously sluggish genres may be on the rise?

GRIMSHAW: Right now I see all genres performing well on their own. I think authors are in a unique position. They don’t
have to worry about market trends because overall they are all doing well. Authors should concentrate on what they write
and what they write best. Focus on the elements in a romance story that are important to readers and write away. There will
always be subgenres that are bigger than others, but if you write what you enjoy it will resonate with the reader.

TKA: Could you name a few recent examples of romance authors who have struck the “right chord” with readers in terms of
style, genre and marketing efforts?

GRIMSHAW: The ladies I named above are definitely on the incline. Yasmine Galenorn and Jeaniene Frost have also
captured our romance and those “True Blood” crossovers as well.

TKA: What is it about their approach (or their publisher’s, as the case may be) that’s positioning these writers for success?

GRIMSHAW: Feedback from booksellers and readers typically indicate it is all  about the story. I think these authors have
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focused on the key elements of romance – character driven stories; lovable characters; well-paced stories; well thought-out
and developed worlds that are easy to visualize, to name a few things. They have focused on what their readers are looking
for in a romance story.

TKA: How can a proactive author help to increase sell-in to retailers and sell-through to potential readers?

GRIMSHAW: There are a lot of things that authors can do. First, do stock signings – get to know those bookstores. Authors
should also make sure that their Web sites, newsletters and blogs link through to Borders.com – our online sales are
booming! Get on Twitter and Facebook and tell everyone that your books are at Borders. Another thing they can do is link
through to our “True Romance” show at http://www.bordersmedia.com/trueromance. Also, garner bestseller author quotes
on their covers to influence readers to give them a try. In this economic environment authors want their books represented
front of store as that is the location that gets shopped first and shopped the most. A good sales rep will make that happen
and just to make sure you’re being well represented by your publishers, drop me an e-mail and we’ll make sure we’ve got it
covered, sgrimsha(at)bordersgroupinc(dot)com.

Agent Deidre Knight wears many hats, one of those being a successful author.
Reviewers and readers alike have been buzzing about her new cutting-edge e-
book, BUTTERFLY TATTOO. This unique release tells the story of two lost souls,
Michael and Rebbeca, who forge an unlikely relationship that blatantly challenges
the traditional notions of love. The book's complex themes delve into the au
courant topics at the forefront of today's media concerning unconventional families
and GLBT relationships.

As a testament to the books compelling story, reviewer Sarah Wendell of Smart
Bitches Trashy Books said, “Love is real, it is painful, it is powerful, and it is brave,
much like this book.” Click here to check out an in-depth interview with Deidre by
Writers' Gone Wild about this amazing story!

 
Never one to sit still for long, Deidre will celebrate the release of her second GODS
OF MIDNIGHT novel, RED KISS, on June 2nd. Bestowed with 4 stars by Romantic
Times, this steamy paranormal romance is the perfect summertime read.

River is an immortal Spartan slave who can shift into any weapon. After a recent
battle he becomes imprisioned in dagger form and only the help of a nearby mortal
woman, Emma Lowery, can save him. Together they must sacrafice their budding
passion to battle the war god Ares, who wants to destroy River and claim his power-

pic of gena and deidre

ful destiny. Deidre is planning several amazing events to coincide with the release of this hot new title, including the summer
book signing* tour with fellow TKA authors.

For those to far away to attend the signing events, you can still party with Deidre on Gena Showalter's blog the week of
June 8th. All week long Deidre and Gena will host the KISS & SEDUCE BLOG PARTY. If you can't make the Atlanta
events, you'll definitely want to let your fingers do the walking to this virtual affair featuring fab giveaways, excerpts and the
latest exclusive information on RED KISS and Gena's upcoming release, SEDUCE THE DARKNESS. There will also be an
online chat on Thursday, June 11th @ 9pm ET with both authors in the TKA chat room.**

*Book signing details are located in Agency News.

**Your computer must be Java-enabled to chat. Log in using any combination of username and password.

Christie Golden's ARATHAS reached #16 on the New York Times hardcover fiction bestseller list.

Carol Berg's Lighthouse Duet series, featuring FLESH AND SPIRIT and BREATH AND BONE, is a finalist for the 2009
Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature. BREATH AND BONE is also a finalist for the 2009 Colorado Center for the
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Book Award for genre fiction.

Jessica Andersen's upcoming July release from Intrigue, MOUNTAIN INVESTIGATION, is an Romantic Times Top Pick for
June.

TKA was well represented in the recent announcement of Prism Award finalists from RWA's Fantasy, Futuristic &
Paranormal Chapter. Nominated titles include, THE MERMAID'S KISS by Joey Hill and CARNAL DESIRES by Crystal
Jordan in the erotica category and DRAGONBORN and "Kung Fu Shoes!," featured in THESE BOOTS WERE MADE FOR
STOMPING, by Jade Lee.

Nalini Singh hit #9 on the German bestseller list for her 3rd book in the Psy Changeling series, CARESSED BY ICE.

Melissa Mayhue's SOUL OF A HIGHLANDER captured a first place win in the paranormal category for the Yellow Rose
RWA's 2009 Winter Rose Awards for Excellence in Romantic Fiction.

A MOTHER IN A MILLION by Melissa James is a finalist for the Romance Writers of Australia's Romantic Book of the Year.

Patti O'Shea's IN TWILIGHT'S SHADOW is a finalist in the Desert Rose Golden Quill  Awards in the Best Paranormal/Time
Travel category and the RWA Kiss of Darkness Chapter's Daphne Du Maurier Awards, also for paranormal.

Film rights for David Cristofano's THE GIRL SHE USED TO BE, about a woman who after 20 years in witness protection
decides to trust the son of the mobster who she's been running from since she was a little girl, to Mark Johnson's Gran Via
Productions (THE NOTEBOOK, MY SISTER'S KEEPER) and Julie Lynn (THE JANE AUSTEN BOOK CLUB), by Sean Daily
at Hotchkiss and Associates, on behalf of Pamela Harty at The Knight Agency.

Film rights for Monica McKayhan's INDIGO SUMMER books, about a high school freshman dealing with the pressure of
sudden popularity in her new school, to Kimberly Ogletree and Karat Films (LOVE SONG, HAIR SHOW), by Sean Daily at
Hotchkiss and Associates, on behalf of Pamela Harty at The Knight Agency.

SPECIAL NEWS ANNOUNMENT!! THE KNIGHT AGENCY SUMMER TOUR
EXTRAVAGANZA!!

Deidre Knight, agency president and award-winning paranormal romance author,
USA Today bestselling author Jennifer St. Giles, Debby Giusti, Shannon K.
Butcher and Maria Geraci are all hopping on the TKA tour bus for a whirlwind
weekend of book signing events in the Atlanta area. Besides meeting these fab
authors one-on-one, you'll have the opportunity to ask them your pressing
writing-related questions in the "How To Get Published" Q&A session preceding
the book signing. Don't miss out on this awesome opportunity!

Borders at Stonecrest Mall in Lithonia – June 5th, 5pm ET
8000 Mall Parkway, Lithonia, GA 30038

Books For Less in Buford – June 6th, 1pm ET*
2815 Buford Dr, Buford, GA 30519

Dog Ear Bookstore in Madison – June 6th, 5pm ET**
142 Academy Street; Madison, GA 30650

Borders in Athens – June 7th, 2pm ET
196 Alps Road, Athens, GA 30606
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*Debby Giusti will not appear at the Books For Less event. 
**The Madison signing will not include a Q&A session.

One savvy newsletter member pointed out that we forgot to mention the very special spotlight on Pamela Britton's book,
which was read by Carl Edwards, on last month's ABC Nightline segment. We apologize for the oversight. :)

QUESTION: Would you describe yourself as an editorial agent who loves commenting on
manuscripts, or are you more likely to get excited by diving into the mechanics of the
business side?

PAMELA HARTY:I always tell my clients that I am not an editor, but I am a reader and can offer
constructive suggestions from that POV. I always get more excited about diving into the business
side of things because I love getting a project out to editors and get feedback for my clients.

LUCIENNE DIVER: I’m definitely an editorial agent. I love the reading and being able to help
authors pinpoint and tweak any weaknesses before a novel ever hits an editor’s desk. There’s

just too much competition out there in the marketplace not to work with authors to highlight their very best work. I get very
excited over submissions as well. I love sharing my enthusiasm with others and getting editors as excited about my authors’
work as I am.

NEPHELE TEMPEST: I’m happiest when reading/editing for clients, though haggling with an editor for a good deal is fun
too.

ELAINE SPENCER: I am definitely an editorial agent, but more so on the content, plotting, development side than the
actual technical nitty-gritty. I love working one-on-one with my authors to brainstorm and develop the creative foundations
of manuscripts. And I'll read along beside them as the write, so if they need feedback on if chapter one is working, I'll take a
few minutes out of my day to read chapter one, and the same goes for chapter two, three, and so forth.

MELISSA JEGLINSKI: I definitely consider myself to be an editorial agent--it's hard to shed that editorial coat I wore for
over seventeen years. I love giving editorial feedback and helping a client shape their work. And happily, my clients really
seem to appreciate my honestly and welcome the chance to brainstorm and discuss their work. I'm very happy that I still
have one foot in the editorial world but yet get to work with so many more genres than I would have previously.

*Please remember that you can participate in Agents of the Roundtable. Send a question you would like our agents
to tackle to info@knightagency.net, and we might feature it in an upcoming issue!

DEIDRE KNIGHT: Romance Writers of America, 29th Annual National
Conference, Washington, D.C., July 15-18

PAMELA HARTY: Romance Writers of America, Washington, D.C., July
15-18

LUCIENNE DIVER: Romance Writers of America, Washington, D.C., July
15-18; Willamette Writers Conference, Portland, Ore., August 7-9; Killer
Nashville Writers Conference, Nashville, Tenn., August 14-16; Heritage
Book Festival keynote speaker, St. Augustine, Fla., September 11; Gulf
Coast Writers workshop in Florida, October 17; Kiss of Death Writers’
Retreat in Albuquerque, N.M., October 23-25; World Fantasy Convention
in San Jose, Calif., October 29-November 1st

NEPHELE TEMPEST: Romance Writers of America, Washington, D.C.,
July 15-18; Comic-Con International Convention, San Diego, July 22-26

ELAINE SPENCER: Romance Writers of America, Washington, D.C., July 15-18; Central Ohio Fiction Writers Annual
Conference, Worthington, Ohio, September 18-19; SCWW Annual Writers Conference, Myrtle Beach, S.C., October 23-25
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MELISSA JEGLINSKI: Romance Writers of America, Washington, D.C., July 15-18; Australia Romance Writers
Conference, Brisbane, Australia, August 13-16; New Zealand Romance Writers Conference, Auckland, New Zealand,
August 20-23; Moonlight and Magnolia's Conference, Norcross, Ga., October 2-4; DEW Conference, Dallas, November 6th
& 7th; Detroit RWA chapter meeting, Detroit, November 17th

 

BURNING ALIVE
by Shannon K. Butcher | Penguin

Three races descended from ancient guardians of mankind, each possessing unique abilities
in their battle to protect humanity against their eternal foes—the Synestryn. Now, one warrior
must fight his own desire if he is to discover the power that lies within his one true love...

Helen Day is haunted by visions of herself surrounded by flames, as a dark-haired man
watches her burn. So when she sees the man of her nightmares staring at her from across a
diner, she attempts to flee—but instead ends up in the man's arms. There, she awakens a
force more powerful and enticing than she could ever imagine. For the man is actually
Theronai warrior Drake, whose own pain is driven away by Helen's presence. Together, they
may become more than lovers—they may become a weapon of light that could tip the
balance of the war and save Drake's people....

 

EDGE OF DANGER
by Rhyannon Byrd | Harlequin Enterprises

Saige Buchanan travels the world studying her dark past, guided by a strange gift that
enables physical objects to tell her their secrets. Yet nothing can protect her from her
family's sadistic enemies. Until—in her hour of greatest need—she encounters a mysterious,
impossibly sexy shape-shifter.

Sent to find the woman whose darkness has yet to awaken, Michael Quinn battles his primal
hunger for Saige. He alone can help her lay claim to her full powers. Yet in doing so, he will
destroy her innocence, and mark her as his forever...

 

THE MORETTI ARRANGEMENT
by Katherine Garbera | Harlequin Enterprises

What was he going to do with Angelina? Dominic Moretti knew he could fire his secretary—
he was certainly within his rights to do so. What he really wanted, he realized, was to make
her…pay.

Revenge wasn't a noble trait, but she'd stolen from him. And he still didn't know why. All the
time he'd trusted her, all  the time he'd been fighting his attraction to her, she'd been plotting
with his enemy. Yet now he held all the cards. He could do whatever he wanted with
Angelina. And he wanted her to be his…completely.

And now he had the means to make that happen.
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BUNCO BABES TELL ALL
by Maria Geraci | Penguin

Meet the Bunco Babes of Whispering Bay. Every Thursday night they roll dice, drink frozen
margaritas, and catch up on all the gossip in their small north Florida town. Kitty Burke is the
only Bunco Babe who is still single—which is okay—but she's thirty-five and may need to
face the fact that her image of Mr. Right is all  wrong.

Take Steve. Very sexy—but on paper, with three failed marriages and a shady career,
maybe not great husband material. And yes, his ring tone is "Freebird." Fellow Babes Shea
and Pilar definitely vote thumbs down. But maybe there's more to Steve than meets the eye.
Is it time for Kitty to roll  the dice and hope that she can be as lucky in love as she is in
Bunco?

 

GHOST HUNTRESS: THE AWAKENING 
by Marley Gibson | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

The first in a trilogy. Get out your tape recorders, crystals, and extra batteries— you’re about
to go where our world meets the spirit world.

In this new series, Ghost Huntress, meet Kendall Moorehead, a seemingly typical teen.
When her family moves from Chicago to the small historical town of Radisson, Georgia, her
psychic abilities awaken. She’s hearing, feeling, and seeing things that seem unbelievable
at first, but with the help of the town psychic, Kendall is able to come to terms with her newly
emerging gift. So, together with her new BFF, Celia, Kendall forms a ghost hunting team.
They’ve got all the latest technology. They’ve got Kendall for their psychic. Now they’re
going to clean up Radisson of its less savory spirits.

 

PROTECTING HER CHILD
by Debby Giusti | Harlequin Enterprises

“WHAT HAPPENED TO MY BABY?” Wealthy heiress Eve Townsend is close to death. But
before she dies, she has to know: what happened to the daughter she gave up for adoption
twenty-four years before? Did she inherit her mother’s life-threatening disease? Medical
researcher Pete Worth is ready to find answers by tracking her down. And when he finally
locates Meredith Lassiter, he finds her widowed, pregnant and on the run. The loan sharks
who killed her husband want her dead…and Pete is the only one standing in their way.

HIS PRINCESS IN THE MAKING 
by Melissa James | Harlequin Enterprises

When Lia Costa discovers overnight that she's a princess and is betrothed to a royal duke, it
turns her world upside down! Because regal duty means she can never tell her best friend,
Toby, how she really feels….

http://www.borders.com/online/store/TitleDetail?type=1&catalogId=10001&simple=1&defaultSearchView=List&keyword=bunco+babes+tell+all&LogData=[search%3A+51,parse%3A+73]&searchData={productId%3Anull,sku%3Anull,type%3A1,sort%3Anull,currPage%3A1,resultsPerPage%3A25,simpleSearch%3Atrue,navigation%3A5185,moreValue%3Anull,coverView%3Afalse,url%3Arpp=25&view=2&type=1&nav=5185&simple=true&book_search=bunco+babes+tell+all,terms%3A{book_search=bunco+babes+tell+all}}&storeId=13551&sku=0425227588&ddkey=http:SearchResults
http://www.borders.com/online/store/TitleDetail?sku=0547150938
http://www.borders.com/online/store/TitleDetail?type=1&catalogId=10001&simple=1&defaultSearchView=List&keyword=protecting+her+child&LogData=[search%3A+61,parse%3A+65]&searchData={productId%3Anull,sku%3Anull,type%3A1,sort%3Anull,currPage%3A1,resultsPerPage%3A25,simpleSearch%3Atrue,navigation%3A5185,moreValue%3Anull,coverView%3Afalse,url%3Arpp=25&view=2&type=1&nav=5185&simple=true&book_search=protecting+her+child,terms%3A{book_search=protecting+her+child}}&storeId=13551&sku=0373443390&ddkey=http:SearchResults
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 Firefighter Toby Winder has always secretly loved Lia. But, watching her swap her
apartment for a palace, he realizes he must now compete with an entire kingdom for her
attention!

 

DOORSTEP DADDY 
by Shirley Jump | Harlequin Enterprises

Maverick writer Dalton Scott demands solitude—not a baby on his doorstep! But he can
hardly shut the door…. Though absolutely out of his depth, he's amazed when he finally gets
the little girl  to stop crying!

Then beautiful single mom Ellie arrives, distraught that the babysitter left her precious child
on Dalton's doorstep!

Can this chaotic pair make him realize that too much of his life has been stored in fiction?
With Ellie he could start a whole new chapter...

 

TAP & GOWN, An Ivy League Novel 
by Diana Peterfruend | Dell Publishing

Top secret societies . . . bizarre initiation rites . . . campus love triangles . . . political
shenanigans . . . Diana Peterfreund has dazzled readers and critics alike with her Ivy
League novels, hailed as “impossible to put down” (Publishers Weekly) and “witty and
endearing” (New York Observer). In this final installment, Eli University senior Amy
“Bugaboo” Haskel and her fellow Diggers are preparing to face real life in worlds far beyond
the hallowed halls of Eli University.

For Amy the countdown to graduation has begun, and suddenly the perfect ending to a
perfectly iconoclastic Eli career is slipping from her grasp. Her new boyfriend’s been made
an offer he just can’t refuse. Her fellowship applications haven’t even been filed. And the
young woman she’s chosen to take her place in Rose & Grave—the country's most powerful
and notorious secret society—seems to come complete with a secret life already intact.

Lunging toward the finish line, Amy finds trouble around every corner, from society intrigues
and unlikely stalkers to former flames and mandatory science credits. Surely it couldn’t get
worse . . . until  Initiation Night explodes into a terrifying scene and into a last test of wits for
a young woman just trying to make it out of the Ivy League in one piece...

http://www.borders.com/online/store/TitleDetail?sku=0373184476
http://www.borders.com/online/store/TitleDetail?type=1&catalogId=10001&simple=1&defaultSearchView=List&keyword=doorstep+daddy&LogData=%5Bsearch%3A+27%2Cparse%3A+53%5D&searchData=%7BproductId%3Anull%2Csku%3Anull%2Ctype%3A1%2Csort%3Anull%2CcurrPage%3A1%2CresultsPerPage%3A25%2CsimpleSearch%3Atrue%2Cnavigation%3A5185%2CmoreValue%3Anull%2CcoverView%3Afalse%2Curl%3Arpp%3D25%26view%3D2%26type%3D1%26nav%3D5185%26simple%3Dtrue%26book_search%3Ddoorstep%2Bdaddy%2Cterms%3A%7Bbook_search%3Ddoorstep+daddy%7D%7D&storeId=13551&sku=0373175884&ddkey=http:SearchResults
http://www.borders.com/online/store/TitleDetail?type=1&catalogId=10001&simple=1&defaultSearchView=List&keyword=doorstep+daddy&LogData=%5Bsearch%3A+27%2Cparse%3A+53%5D&searchData=%7BproductId%3Anull%2Csku%3Anull%2Ctype%3A1%2Csort%3Anull%2CcurrPage%3A1%2CresultsPerPage%3A25%2CsimpleSearch%3Atrue%2Cnavigation%3A5185%2CmoreValue%3Anull%2CcoverView%3Afalse%2Curl%3Arpp%3D25%26view%3D2%26type%3D1%26nav%3D5185%26simple%3Dtrue%26book_search%3Ddoorstep%2Bdaddy%2Cterms%3A%7Bbook_search%3Ddoorstep+daddy%7D%7D&storeId=13551&sku=0373175884&ddkey=http:SearchResults
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Want to know what The Knight Agency is up to right now? Click Here to check us out on
Twitter!

Follow this link to unsubscribe from The Knight Agency Newsletter.
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